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Friedman named
distinguished prof
rights movement during the
1960s, Friedman has stayed active in Northwest Ohio's American Civil Liberties Union. But
Complacent is one word that during the past year, and espeshould never be used to describe cially with the changing make-up
University history and American of the Supreme Court, we've lost
cultural studies professor Larry every key case," he said. "I'm so
damned distressed.
Friedman.
In fact, even
"It's really discouraging. I
have this fear we could return to
though he rea segregated era."
cently received
Of the four books Friedman has
one of the Uniwritten, three have explored his
v e r s i t y ' s
dedication to civil rights.
highest honors
by being named
In 77>e White Savage: Racial
Fantasies in the Postbellum
a distinguished
South Friedman dealt with the
University
social and intellectual foundation
professor, he is
of racist thought.
still not satis- Friedman
In ventors of the Promised Land
fied.
"It's a nice award — but I wish explored the roots of American
other things in this world were go- nationalist ideology.
His book Gregrarious Saints:
ing better," he said.
Don't misunderstand him — he Self and Community in American
is honored to have been selected Abolitionism, 1830-1870 provided
§0 N»ws/Todd Swonton
as only the 11th individual in the a new perspective on abolitionUniversity's history to receive ism by toucsing on the social and
The band Beeler was one of six bands that played for a crowd of about
the award. He also was surprised
Esychological dimensions of abo2,000. See review page 4
tionist groups.
at the grueling reviews done on
any nominees.
Even though these books were
"Boy — it's easy not to get it. well-received, Friedman said he
It's easy for something to go believes his most recent book was
wrong [in the review process]," "the big thing," which accounted
he said. All nominees must be for his being chosen a distinunanimously approved by the 10 guished professor.
other distinguished professors,
"Lots of people do a lot of the
and all inquiries about applicants same things that I've done, but I
knew this book was what finally
must be favorable.
facility, the total precipitation for vious autumn.
If a nominee receives one bad did it," he said.
The book is Menninger: The
As far as the remainder of review "it's the kiss of death,"
the first six months of 1991 was
12.16 inches, 5.60 inches lower summer goes, Wickerham said, Friedman said.
Family and the Clinic, a work
Only faculty who hold the rank Friedman spent much of the last
than the 17.76 average during the it's normal to get little precipitapast 96 years.
of professor and whose creative decade researching and writing.
tion in July and August.
"It's quite a bit low," said
The 472-page book describes
"Most people think of April as professional achievements have
Vaughan Wickerham, agricul- the really wet month," but the won national distinction are eli- the Menninger family — the first
ture director for WFIN in Find- normal pattern in Northwest Ohio gible for selection.
family of psychiatry, by explorlay.
However, there are more press- ing their treatment of mental illis a couple inches of precipitation
In 1988, when many harvests in January and progressively ing and important events happen- ness and their mental health
yielded nothing at all, the Jan- more each month until June.
ing today about which Friedman clinic.
uary-to-June average was only
Friedman is not the first person
The rain then drops off and re- is concerned. For instance, the
fate of civil rights.
about an inch less than it is now. sumes in September, he said.
to attempt to chronicle tne life
"I'm starting to feel we're and times of the Menninger famiThis year, summer just seems
The big difference is in the
ground moisture, Wickerham to have started early.
about to lose everything," lyFriedman said.
said, which was lacking in 1988
D See FARMERS, page 6.
because of weak rains the preExtremely active in the civil
See FRIEDMAN, page (.
by Jill Novak
editor

independence Blow Out
Charlene Frances belts out a I*d Zeppelin tune as Brian Beeler jams on
his guitar during the 10th annual Portage Quarry Blow Out last Saturday.

Farmers sweating out hot summer

Potential late season rain could be the savior of area crop yields
by Jeff Merritt
staff writer

As the saying goes, if you don't
like the weather in Ohio, just wait
10 minutes and it'll change.
This June's weather seems to
have disproved that adage, and
farmers in the area are hoping
the overdue rains don't wait
much longer.
"As of now, [the damage] is
slight," said Gerald Reid, of the
Ohio Agricultural Research Development Center in southern
Wood County.

Corn is suffering the most right
now, he said, but crops should recover somewhat if last week's
rain is any indication of things to
come.
July might not bring relief, as
the 30-day forecast from the beginning of July is for aboveaverage temperatures and belowaverage precipitation, Reid said.
The OARDC station recorded
.92 inches of precipitation for
June — 2 1/2 inches below average. June's mean temperature
was 21/2 degrees above average.
According to statistics from the
Findlay water pollution control

New exits on 1-75 Grad scores in Tribe front office
slated for opening
by Charles Toll
managing editor

by Kathleen Hanway

staff writer
The Ohio Turnpike Commission will open two new exits off the turnEike this November, making transportation to and from Bowling
reen easier.
A new interchange will run off of new exits 3A and 4 A between exits
4 and 5 — and will provide access to Toledo suburbs via Interstate
Route 75.
Bob Barnett, director of information and research for OTC, said the
idea for the exits is not new, but the interchange just recently became
a reality.
"This was something that has been in the works for a number of
years, and we finally got around to doing it," Barnett said.
Joan Gordon, president of the Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce, said exit 4A will be a beneficial addition to the area.
"I think it will help economic diversity in Bowling Green. We're
already at a good location on 75, and this makes it even easier to attract more business to Bowling Green," she said.
The exit will help students traveling east and west on the turnpike
from Bowling Green, Gordon said.
"Having been a student in the mid-50s, it was always difficult to get
to Bowling Green. I think this will enhance it for everyone," she said.
B.J. Wiberg, executive director of the Sandusky County Chamber of
Commerce, said although traffic may be diverted from the Fremont
area, the new exit is a positive boost to Northwest Ohio's economy.
"I don't know of anyone here that feels it is going to be a threat. The
way we feel here is that anything that improves accessibility to industry will improve economic development," he said.
"If we can improve accessibility, it can make the whole region more
marketable for economic growth," Wiberg added.
In addition to interchange 4A, which will be known as the Perrys□ See TURNPIKE, page S.

As the summer pf 1990 approached, Mike Mominey
nad a tough decision to
make.
At the time, Mominey
needed to complete an internship to earn his degree
in sport management from
the University. He had apElied for two summer inTnships near his hometown of Euclid, O. — one
with the Cleveland Cavaliers and the other with the
Cleveland Indians.
Both showed interest in
him, but when the time
came to make a choice,
Mominey went with the Indians. And he is thankful today that he did.
"I have always had a goal
of working for a Cleveland
sports team, especially the
Indians, since baseball is
my favorite sport," Mominey said in an interview
at the stadium during the
Tribe's 3-0 victory over the
Milwaukee Brewers on July
4.
Q See MOMINEY, page (.

■O M»wi/Chail« loll

University graduate Mike Mominey Is learning the Inside business of major league baseball in his first vear with
the Cleveland Indians.
'

MAYS BRIKI S: YOUR CAMPUS AM) BEYOND
Local
BBQ with a candidate:

Jim Tinker, independent
candidate for mayor of BowlHing Green
wul be hosting a cookout
for camI paign supI porters at his
I home Saturday, July 13,
|2-6_p.m.
The event
' is
! intended
tunity for well-wishers offiT

Bowling Green resident's bid
for mayor to gather in a social
atmosphere amd share their
concerns with Tinker.
Free food, refreshments and
entertainment will be provided
at his residence, 1561/2 S. College Drive. A $3 donation is encouraged and parking is limited.

(-11 p.m.; Saturday, July 13,
noon toll p.m.; and Sunday,
July 14, noon to 6 p.m. For
more information call Eric at
353-5586 or Thomas at 353-9998.
The Gamefest is sponsored by
the Bowling Green Gaming
Society and Hidden Realms.

Let the games begin:

The Wood County Park District will be sponsoring a proSram about tnegeology of
'ood County. The program,
entitled "The Geologic Setting
of Wood County" is scheduled
for Sunday, July 14,2-3 p.m. at
the Park District Headquar-

Games, strategy and roleplaying will be featured in the
Summer '91 Gamefest. The
event will take place at Hidden
Realms, 126 W. Wooster St.
July 12-14. The hours for the
Gamefest are Friday, July 12,

Geological program
slated:

ters.
Jane Forsyth, University
geology professor will present
a slide program on the geologic history of Wood County and
now its history affects Wood
County today.
The Park District headquarters is located at 18729 Mercer
Road, just north of Bowling
Green and south of the intersection of Sugar Ridge and
Mercer roads. This program is
free and open to the public, but
?re-registration is required,
o register, or for more information, call the Park District
at 353-1897.

Host families sought:

Exchange students Lars
Grenager and Hazel Soriano
are eager to become Norway
and Indonesia's newest amabassadors when they arrive in
the United States in August to
attend high school for a year.
However, they need volunteer
host families to make their
exchange year possible.
Anyone interested in welcoming Grenager and Soriano
—or any one of EF Foundation's students from 26 countries — can contact the EF
Foundation office toll free at
1-800-44-SHARE, or Roger
Thibault in Bowling Green at
352-3753.

State
All that trash:
The Ohio Department of
Transportation recently collected 246,779 bags of trash
from Ohio roadways during its
annual spring Litter pick-up
and tree planting program.
In its seventh year, the sixweek beautif ication program
created 774 jobs for Ohioans
and cleared 16,149 miles of
roadway throughout the state.
compiled from local and
wire reports
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Events that shaped today
During the lazy days of summer,
one should often take time to reflect on the past and remember what
events molded the present.
Today is one of those days for The BG
News.
Twenty years ago this past week two
events shook the country and forever
changed the rights of American youths
and the freedom of the press.
First, The New York Times and The
Washington Post shocked the country
and the government when they printed
portions of Pentagon Papers.
That same week the 26th amendment
to the U.S. Constitution was adopted,
giving 18-to-21 year olds the right to
vote in all elections.
So, in honor of remembering these
two events, we would like to reprint
sections of two BG News editorials.
July 1,1971
The U.S. government is going to have
a difficult tune trying toprove thatTAe
New York Times and The Washington
Post have done irreparable damage to
the defense interests of the country by
publishing portions of the massive Pentagon study of how the U.S. got into the
war in Vietnam.
No matter what happens in the courtroom, the American public may finally
find out why their tax money and their
men have been going into the war in
Southeast Asia.
The study is simply a record, sometimes shocking, describing a long series of judgment errors, miscalculations, and deception of the American

people about what really was happenlngin Vietnam.
The current uproar would not have
been necessary if the American people
had been told the facts in the beginning.
July 8,1971
With 18-to-21 year olds being given
the right to vote in all elections under
the adoption of the 26th amendment,
now lf^year-olds also may be able to
serve on juries and run for public office.
The new statute gives anyone more
than 18-years-old the right to be an
elector, which means much more responsibility for 18 — 21 year olds.
However, officials estimate that less
than half of the newly enfranchised
voters will register to vote and that less
than half of those who register will
bother to show up at the polls on election day.
Great strides for our country.
However, we can only wonder how
much will stay the same, and how
much actually has changed. One can
only speculate about what would have
happened in the Pentagon Papers case
with the current makeup or the Supreme Court.
And, back in 1971, officials predicted
less than half of those eligible would
vote, and even fewer would show up at
the polls. Things definitely haven't
changed in that respect.
Now, we must look toward the future,
and work toward preserving the rights
we do have.

Fans deserve vote
^Amat's all the screaming about?
VV It seems that every time the
starters for the Major Leagure Baseball All-Star game are announced,
more than a few players are unhappy.
This year it seems as if nobody agrees
with any of the fans selections and it
has gotten ugly.
Texas Ranger second baseman Juilo
Franco ran his mouth in the press
about how much better he is than Toronto second baseman Roberto Alomar,
who was selected to start by the fans.
Alomar has fired back with a few snotty remarks of his own.
Some would say that it was Franco's
attitude that kept fans from voting him
in. There may be some truth to that,
but Franco is better and he has the
numbers to prove it.
Yet, the All-Star game is the fan's
game and nobody — especially the
Slayers — should forget that. And if
lat means not picking an outstanding
player because of his poor attitude or
outrageous contract, than so be it.
The All-Star game is suppose to be a
fun event for fans and players alike —
not a war of words between players.
We (fans) pay the outrageous ticket
prices. We put up with shelling out the
Sucks to buy the overpriced food and

beverages once inside the ballpark.
And we scrape up any money we have
left to buy the gift memorabilia after
the game.
And for sure we should have the right
to pick who we want to see in the AllStar game.
Of course, we aren't always experts
when selecting the best players. And
absolutely, we are somewhat biased
toward our favorite players.
But is that so bad?
The fact that fans are allowed to vote
shows that Major League Baseball is
allowing us some influence — however
small — on the game that we support
with our hard earned money.
This may be of little consolation
players who deserve to start such as
Franco, or Joe Carter, or Howard
Johnson. But no player should cop an
attitude.
Earning a starting spot in the AllStar game is a goal of every major
league player, however it should rank
way below team goals, such as winning
a World Series.
Besides, the greatest individual
honor a player can receive is being selected to the Hall of Fame, not an AllStar game.

Letters
Nothing wrong
with choosing
Thomas to sit on
Supreme Court

Respond
is not a friend of civil rights. I say
that in the time of a black mayor
getting caught with crack and
black youth gangs beating people
in Detroit, we need a positive role
model. Clarence Thomas is just
that man.

The '60s are over. This is a
different world that we live in.
Yesterday's heroes are just that,
Editor The BG News:
yesterday's heroes. Clarence
What is wrong in nominating Thomas is a symbol of what the
Clarence Thomas for the Su- future can be for Black Ameripreme Court? In my opinion, cans. He is a shining example
nothing! He is more than quali- that "true" hard work pays off in
fied and he has a history of being a world of quick money crack
an over-achiever.
deals. Spike Lee's "School Daze"
I am well aware of the reserva- said it best, "WAKE UP!"
tions of the black community with
supporting a conservative to the
Charles James,
Supreme Court. They say that he
senior

The BG News Opinion page
It your campus forum. Letter! to the editor should be a
maiimam of 2M words in
length, typewritten,
doable-spaced and signed.
Please Include your year,
major, and phone Dumber
on the letter. Neither phone
numbers, nor addresses will
beprinted.
The BG News reserves
the right to reject any material that is offensive, roallctaw or libelous. Also, we
reserve the right to edit all
letters for clarity and
i drop letters off or
address them to:
Editorial Editor
ZM West Hall

<&mi a*«m*>o*<ui rt&jt*— •iuirta>

Normalcy overrides wonder
Columnist experiences life from a different perspective
I sat in the grass and watched
them dance. I had finished what I
supposed was a grueling week of
examinations, writing this column (which at times is like passing a kidney stone) and finding a
way to stretch my pennies until
my financial-aid check arrived.
They danced to the simple
strains of the rock 'n' roll band,
and although they were not children, they danced with a sense of
joyful wonder which is often captured in the eyes of a child.
And I sat there feeling a
strange, distant emotion. I had
been feeling that life was becoming a burden, what with all the
plans I had to make and all the
things that I had to do. In short, I
had a case of self-pity.
But my concerns seemed to
dissolve as I watched them dance
that Friday afternoon.
There were two of them. Doing
the hippy shake. Revelling in the
joy of life.
They both had Down's Syndrome. Some would call them retards. They were people who are
outside a notion of what is commonly held as "normal."
But watching them dance I
wondered to myself, what exactly
is "normal?"
They were campers attending
Camp Courageous. I sat in the
grass next to Paul Syroka, who
grew up in my neighborhood,
played football in high school,
and was now attending medical
school.
He is a camp counselor for
Camp Courageous and devotes
much of his free-time to individuals with Down's Syndrome and
other mental impairments.
We talked about how the perspectives about what is normal
are often altered in the face of

such individuals.
The most arrogant assumption
that we are given is the question,
"now could God allow such creations?"
Well, why not?
Watching them dance, it hit me
that they are filled with a capacity to grasp the simple beautiful
things that really matter in life.
Intellect can get in the way of
these things, and often does in our
blind pursuit of defining our identities and egos.

Word Up
by
Chuck
Travis
columnist
I remember taking an abnormal psychology class. My professor was talking about Down's
Syndrome children. He said for
the most part, they were children
who brought a lot of warmth and
affection to a family, because of
their capacity to give and receive
freely, without the boundaries of
pride, shame or guilt.
And it is often pride, shame or
guilt which keeps us from developing a sense of wonder about
the world around us.
And in this day and age, a sense
of wonder is sorely lacking.
A sense of wonder about the
world around us and about the

mysterious rivers that run
through our lives, which are disguised as moments of lunacy, frivolity and non-sensicality.
We are taught the proper way
to look at life, what are the right
hair-cuts, clothes, friends, jobs
and beliefs. And because of our
intellects, we assimilate all these
teachings into a fortress around
our hearts and souls which keeps
us from looking out through the
windows of wonder.
Without wonder, life can become meaningless. Wonder does
not bring the answers we are specifically looking for to life. For if
one is looking for such answers,
one is looking away from wonder.
And herein lies the paradox. The
meaning of life can only be found
in wonder. And wonder will not
offer a concrete answer.
Wonder offers us a chance to
step out of our shoes and walk
barefoot in the grass. To feel life,
rather than to think about it. And
it is in these bare-foot sojourns
that meaning appears, like children, shimmering with wonder.
As I drove home that evening
with another friend, who like me
thinks he is a writer, we discussed the meaning of the dance
that we had seen.
I realized that in a sense those
two people with Down's Syndrome were closer to the creative
impulse than I was.
To dance as freely and joyfully
as those two, I might have had to
down a 12-pack to destroy my inhibitions and unshackle my albatrosses of pride, guilt and shame.
They were simply following
their own poetical impulses.
We all can only hope for such
simplicity.
Chuck Travis is a columnist for
The News.

'Stealth Nominee' confronted
George Bush's selection of
Judge Clarence Thomas to replace Associate Justice Thurgood
Marshall on the Supreme Court
represents a clever assault
against the entire civil rights
movement. By choosing Thomas,
an African-American, Bush believes that he makes it difficult
for progressives to oppose his
candidate's record.
Superficially, Thomas' life
seems to be a rags to riches story.
Born in Savannah, Ga., in deep
Eoverty, Thomas was educated
y the charity of white Catholic
nuns. He sacrificed and struggled
to obtain a Yale law degree. But
his rise from poverty to power
really occurred as the aide of republican senator John Danforth
of Missouri. It was under Danforth's influence that the ambitious black attorney's political
views swung sharply to the right.
With Danforth's backing, Thomas was appointed head of the
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission during the Reagan
administration. During his sevenyear tenure, Thomas alienated
African-Americans and other liberal constituencies by opposing
affirmative action goals and
timetables. Thomas rejected the
basic economic agenda of the civil rights movement by attacking
federal initiatives for full employment and expanded social
programs. But his most outrageous act occurred in 1988,
when he criticized the famous
1954Brown v. Board of Education
decision, which outlawed racially
segregated public schools. In supreme arrogance, Thomas declared that theBrown decision
was based on "dubious social science." If Thomas had been in
Montgomery, Ala., back in 1955,
he probably would have sat quietly in the segregated section of
that city's busses, instead of
protesting along with Rosa Parks
and Martin Luther King Jr.
Thomas is also deeply opposed

to women's rights issues, particularly the freedom of choice on
abortion. Several years ago,
Thomas commented favorably
about an article which strongly
condemned abortion rights. And
in two separate articles, Thomas
attacked the 1965 Supreme Court
ruling Griswold v. Connecticut,
which later became part of the
legal justification for a woman's
freedom of choice on abortion.
Despite Thomas' conservative
political credentials, it will be
difficult to mount a successful
campaign to block his appointment to the Supreme Court.
Thomas is actually the black
ideological twin of David Souter,
Bush's first nominee to the high
court. Mediocrity, not legal vision
or moral compassion, is the outstanding characteristic of both
men.

Along the
Color Line
By
Dr. Manning Marable
Like Souter, Thomas is no intellectual. Most of his meager published articles are polemics
against "racial quotas' and affirmative action. He has written
almost nothing on other important Constitutional issues. Thomas' silence on these issues permits him to follow Souter's footsteps as the so-called "Stealth
nominee" to the Supreme Court.
The basic legal strategy employed by Bush is simply an extension of the reactionary agenda
of Ronald Reagan. During Bush's
first two years as President, he
appointee! 70 federal judges,

nearly all of whom were white,
affluent males. Less than 12 percent of Bush's federal judges
have been females; only 6.5 percent have been minorities.
Nearly all of his selections have
been hostile to environmental
protection laws, civil liberties,
the rights of criminal defendants,
and abortion rights. This represents an aggressive, conservative
agenda to use the court system to
destroy progressive democratic
movements for reform, and to return African-Americans, Hispanics, women and others to secondclass status.
Bush was so determined to pursue these conservative goals that
he deliberately ignored "moderate" Republican judges from
consideration. One example
would be Judge Amalya Kearse,
an African-American republican
currently serving on the federal
appeals court in New York. Kearse s moderate political views,
however, made her unacceptable
to dogmatic ideologues within the
Bush administration.
Even the Wall Street Journal,
no friend of civil rights and women's rights equality, has candidly
interpreted the meaning of Thur8ood Marshall's resignation from
le Supreme Court. The Journal
predicted that Bush would "nominate a conservative committed
to continuing the court's restriction of abortion rights, its
crackdown on the rights of the
accused and its narrowing of
other civil liberties." With the
selection of Thomas, Bush continues to advance a form of radical conservatism, repudiating the
legal legacy of Marshall. If confirmed Dy the Senate, Thomas
would become part of a monolithic conservatism in the nation's highest court, threatening
the entire struggle for equal justice in our country.
Dr. Manning Marable Is a
professor at the University
of Colorado, Boulder.
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Hall demolition proposed Endowment fund to aid
international experience
• Two major plumbing breaks have occurred on
the first floor in the last six years.
• The roof needs to be replaced.
• All of the windows are single pane with aluAcross the University there are signs of recon- minum frames that provide no insulation.
struction.
• No standing pipe for fire protection was inShatzel Hall, Prout Hall, and the Fine Arts stalled.
Building are having face lifts. Now, South Hall
State capital monies are available every two
may be on the list for a complete overhaul.
years to universities in need. McGeein said. He esAccording to Robert McGeein, assistant vice timated it will cost $5.4 million to replace South
president of capital planning, the building may be Hall.
torn down in 1994 — rather than renovated — due
If the state legislature approves the University's
to the severity of structural problems. South Hall request, demolition might start fall 1994.
was constructed in 1957.
Upon the demolition, a new building will be built
McGeein said it would not be financially prudent to replace South, McGeein said.
to renovate the building.
"South Hall occupies a prime piece of real estate
"Reconstruction would be nearly as expensive," and the need on campus is for faculty offices,"
McGeein said.
McGeein said. "We're planning to construct anIn addition, McGeein said the building really has other building on that site."
no significance.
Renovations were made to two South Hall class"South Hall has no historical, traditional, or rooms in need of repairs two years ago, because
architectural significance," McGeein said.
McGeein said "it would have been six years before
This fact also aided in the decision to apply for work could begin using state dollars, and that was
funds to tear down the building, McGeein said.
too long."
The building has a number of structural defects,
The departments now in South Hall are Interincluding:
personal and Public Communication, Communica• The north half of the fourth floor has no tion Disorders, Social Work, a few Popular Culture
windows.
offices, a speech clinic, and the Center for Interna• The third floor is an interior floor with no venti- tional Programs.
lation.
According to McGeein, these offices will be
•Hallways do not meet building codes for the moved to the College Park Office Building when
handicapped.
and if work is underway.
by Terri Hoppert
staff writer

by Pamela Rutowski
staff writer

The Board of Trustees recently
agreed to set aside $1.5 million for
an International Education Fund
Endowment to be used to provide
the opportunity for students to
study abroad.
According to Lester Barber,
executive assistant to the president, the money will be used to
fund development in international education.
"Most [ importantly J interest
from the $1.5 million will be used
to provide scholarships to help
students study abroad," Barber
said.
However, Barber said, other
uses for the money have not yet
been decided.
According to Barber, the $1.5
million will come from an Internal Endowment Fund, estab-

lished several years ago.
The original Internal Endowment Fund was started in 1983
with a little less than $4 million,
said Gaylyn Finn, University
treasurer.
"The goal [of the Internal
Fund ] is to get the principle to $10
million," Barber said.
After the original fund reaches
$10 million, the interest will be
used "for a variety of University
purposes,"he said.
The Internal Endowment Fund
is now worth about $8.4 million,
according to Finn.
The Board of Trustees has not
decided if the $1.5 million will be
put into a separate account or if
interest will be calculated from
$1.5 million now in the Internal
Endowment Fund, he said.
Barber said no money will be
spent from the principle on either
account.
"Only the interest will be

used," he said.
The Internal Endowment Fund
should reach it's goal of $10 million "no later than June, 1994,"
said Finn.
According to trustee Richard
Newlove. the Board believes giving students an "international
experience" is good preparation
for today's global market.
The scholarships would be
available on "some type of competitive basis," he said.
The scholarship would cover
the difference between the cost of
University tuition and the cost of
attending a foreign university,
Newlove said.
Anne Saviers. assitant director
of international programs, said
generally it is expensive to study
abroad.
"It would be excellent" if a student could receive a scholarship
to help him or her with the cost,
she said.

HOWARD'S club H
352-9951

210 V Main

MERLE PERKINS AND
THE PERCOLATORS
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
$1.00 cover after 9:30
HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30am
Sunday: 2:00pm 'til 2:30am
VOTED BEST BAR
• Mini-Pitchers

Wmtfyvop
GJerracc
Apartments

&\ir

IN B.G.
Every

NO OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE
OUR OFFICE POLICY
IF YOU HAVE QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE
THAT COVERS CHIROPRACTIC CARE, WE WILL ACCEPT WHATEVER YOUR PLAN PAYS AS PAYMENT
IN FULL. YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE TO PAY YOUR
DEDUCTIBLE OR CO-PAYMENT BECAUSE WE ARE
WILLING TO ASSUME THEM. THIS MEANS TREATMENT WON'T COST YOU ANYTHING OUT OF YOUR
POCKET.

AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC

There's an

IBM PS/2
made for every
student body.

1072 N. MAIN
2 Blk N. of Poe

354-6166
A. Neumonn. D.C. • Dr. K. Marklond. D.C. • Dr. S. Mesick. D.C.

RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY R0TC GOT ME THE JOB.
You can begin to develop impressive leadership skills with an Army ROTC elective.
TAKE MILITARY SCIENCE 101 NEXT SEMESTER
• 2 ELECTIVE CREDIT HOURS
• INTERESTING, EXCITING TRAINING
• NO OBLIGATION
• SEVERAL CONVENIENT SECTIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM

(>ren grj>* and hJa/irig •.tin. Term papers and lah report-.. The
IBM PS/* lw* »li.ii vou nerd to get you through vtwr vmrk and
into spring, ll h<i« preloaded *»fi*arr that'll lei vou create impnMM IUIM'P.. graphic* ami spreadsheet* in no time. \ mouse
to make it oa-v in u*r. Crral tool* like a notepad, calendar and
cardfile. llu*. itV expandable, so il ran gnm along H ilh vou.
The IBM IVrsnnal S\*lrm/2' ha-all this at a super student
prior" and atfonlaMc loan payment- v. ilh the IBM PS/2 Uun
for Learning.

And on a different note, vou oan traiu-lorin vour IBM
PS J v. ilh Micro Channel* into an exciting
music maker v. ith the Koland* I Irsklnp
MUM* >\-|IMI

So get something that will help
you get through your %vork and into
the sun. \fler all. spring, like the
IBM PS/2, v.as made lor even
•ludcnl hodv

For more information
Please Call Microcomputer Buying Service at
372-7724

CONTACT ARMY ROTC AT 372-2476, 151 MEMORIAL HALL

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOD CAN TAKE

'Tr*onar.imimioi
m*Umtm»ttmim\t ****** 6mr*umi4*ai
Ktrt/7 rOMt1
C«po-»o-t»|i
CopmHn i

UMlctn—iCofpofW 1

if^r^tlnhSm^V^Xmmtn
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Bands rock on the Fourth
Music and fireworks highlight Quarry blow out
by Chuck Travis
editorial contributer

Rock 'n' roll is truly summer's
music and this was evident at the
annual Portage Quarry blow out
Saturday.
Sponsored by FM 104.7 WIOT,
the "blow out lived up to its hyperbolic title. With the temperature pushing near the 100 degree
mark, throngs attired in only
swimsuits and suntan oil shook
their hips, drank beer and swam
in the cool quarry water to the
strains of six rock n'roll bands.
Kicking off the blow-out was
the veteran quartet, Georgia
Peach. Led by guitarist Bob May,
the Peach set the standard for the
day, with an assault of guitardriven rock that had the crowd
hoisting beer can salutes into the
air.
Delivering a menu of blues and
Buffalo Springfieldish rock
'n'roll, the Peach showed what

makes the essence of rock 'n'roll
endure, despite the impotence of
much of today's music.
Following the Peach were the
Homewreckers. The quarry filled
with the sound of rhythm and
blues a la Muscle Shoals meets
Joe Cocker.
Blowing the blues under the hot
July sun, the Homewreckers
cranked the temperature up a
few notches. Toward the end of
their set, a firecracker exploded
as the Wreckers launched into
one of their songs, causing singer
Steve Athanas to bellow with approval.
Malachi and Nasty Habit followed, delivering muscled heavymetal sets, which sampled from
the likes of Black Sabbath, Guns
'n' Roses and surprisingly, a
metallic, bone crushing remake
of a Chicago song.
Blitzen, a local favorite, took
stage as the afternoon began to
wane. A band with a technical
proficiency that allows them to

Need Cash Fast. . .
Look for Green Machine*
Cma Machine* often convenient 24 hour
banking with over 700 locations throughout Ohio.
Lnjn* mini: -ide banking, too. Becauae Green
Machine* ia part of (he MONEY STATION" and
CIRRL'S* automated teller machine aetworka.
Look for theae symbol* at ihouauda of aun»
throughout Ohio and the U.S.-

play classic-rock standards with
impeccable accuracy, Blitzen
proved to be a major crowd
pleaser.
As dusk fell, the last band,
Beeler, took stage comprised of
an individual who claims the title
of best rock guitarist in Toledo.
After a few Steve Vai guitar
moves, including swinging his
guitar around his shoulder,
Beeler began a set that, although
composed of respectable standards, such as "The Ocean," was
mired in MTV-ish metallic posing.
By that time, the throng had
succumbed to a day of sun and
suds. Campfires flared as the
crowd hunkered down for the
fireworks show.
As Roman Candles painted
their way across the sky, a version of the National Anthem eZted from Beeler's guitarist.
ile not ruining the pyrotechnic spectacle, his attempt to
replicate an electric statement by
Jimi Hendrix proved to be an anti-climactic piece of cheesy
showmanship. As the guitar
wanking faded, the concussive
detonations of the fireworks display took over and ended the day
with a coda that was both beautiful and powerful.

•O Nows/Todd Swanion

Play It Again

Tom Gorman puts on a one-man show Monday afternoon at the Union Oval, as part of the UAO's summer programming.

BOWLING GREEN SUMMER MUSICAL THEATER

After i bfftk MtffldaJ Jt),

The BG News
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CIRRUS.
For fast cash, stop by any one of Society Bank's
two Green Machine* locations in Bowling Green 1098 North Main St. and 327 South Main St.

ROLXiERS AND
HAMMHRSTEIN'S

ahoma!

Society
BANK

July 12,13,19,20 at 8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall • Moore Center • BGSU

COME TRY OUR

CIN

CNNAT.

,

f

C0&

Lunch Delivery 11 AM - 1 PM

Tickets: $6. $K.SI0 ($2 Sr. Ciii/cn/Student DtJCOUffl) Children under 12: 54
Bo* Office open wcekdJ>\noon-6p.m. FuTtiCktt intomi.tlion. call (4W) W2 K17 I

The Bank Thai Specialitts In You.

354-7050

t*4444444»»**44—4—*———0*+****44»*44444*4>444444440*4*»44»»44t44**44»*44**»**44»4444444*44t

The
Flower Basket

Flower <f Gift Shop
Thai Adds
Your
Personal Touch!

SPACE SAVERS
INC.
Pre-Registration
Special

(419) 852-6395 • 165 S. Main St. • Downtown B.G.
• (Next to KmifnuMi - k.-M.immn)

FRESH & SILK FLOWERS • WEDDING FLOWERS • WREATHS
HANDCRAFTED GIFTS • STUFFED ANIMALS
BALLOONS • LIVE & SILK PLANTS
WIRE SERVICE • BASKETS
AND MUCH MORE!
n
Special Snack Baskets
Made to order.
124 hr. notice required.)

• LOFTS •
REFRIGERATORS •
•SOFABEDS*

LOFTS - *50. oo
FIRST 200 ORDERS
for the 1991-1992 School Year

*Need a Birthday Suprise?

We'll send not only flowers and
balloons but a Birthday Cake too!
124 hr. nolice required.)
ho Minimum on Dellrtry

****»**4»****4*»**44»»44**»44t*4»4»44***4+»4>»44»*»*44***»44—4*4***»*44**»444440*44444*4>+»**

J.T.'S CARRYOCIT
352-5475
405 Thurstin Ave.

Our lofts meet university approved specifications: fire retardant sofabeds

(Across from
MacDonald Quad)

Supply Limited, Order Today!

•

!•■*■•■

Student Services Building

WELCOME
FRESHMEN!

SUMMER TIME

University Bookstore
i

(In The Student Services Building)
Conveniently Located On Campus!

i
i

i Used and New Textbooks

<>

4$**

The Official 1 hour Photo
Processor SUMM€R TIM€ '91
jDouble Your Prints For $1.00"

Large Selection of BGSU Clothing
•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
•BEST SELLERS
•PAPERBACKS
•STUDY AIDS
• MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS

| 4»S

Phone: 372-2851

•BGSU CLOTHING
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•FILM & DEVELOPING
•GREETING CARDS
•BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
•GIFTS

Store Hour.:
Pre-Reglstratlon Hours:

7:30-5:00 Mon.-Thurt.
7:30-11:30 Fri. CLOSED SAT
7:30-5:00 Mon.-Thur«.
7:30-1:00 Fri.

*3, *2, »1 Off
on Film
Developing

Just soa si 00 to Vm ragutar one* and w. wt gtoa
you • ascend Ml of color prints' *OI1t< oood st th«
an* of dalvory on stsnasro 3H" sm
prints from no CMc. 126. Of 35mm (C-41
proem). 12. is. 24or X tipoamrota
This ON* nol VsM •«l my MMr spscal
UHWOrM AM Nr Coupon

Good on 110. 126 39mm and Omc Mm
(C-41 proeoMI 0*1 '3 off on 30 «*p *2 Ofl
on 24 tup . Of M 0*1 on 12''S cap In* coupon
"ml ftcoompany <xtW Thai coupon nol v*JM witn
•rvy 04rw off* On* rot n— coupon.

Expires

Expires

7/26/91

BGN

7/26/91

BGN

i hr. Processing available on 35mm & no only

YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY

■BLUE RIBBON PHOTO
FILM DEVELOPING • CAMERAS • VIDEO
Ph. 353-4244

157 N. MAIN B.G.

m
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Thompsons provide spark at UCF
Couple relies on voluntarism to assist in community
by Christina Wise
staff writer

Evangelism does not always
come in the form of a sermon.
For the Revs. Bill and Karen
Thompson, Lutheran pastors and
directors of the United Christian
Fellowship Center, evangelizing
creatively is their number one
goal.
Through programming and advisory roles on campus and in the
city, the Thompsons are promoting alternative thinking.
Bill and Karen met in 1965 at
the East Harlem Protestant Parish in New York City. Bill was an
intern and Karen was working as
an executive secretary. According to Karen, both saw life as a
spiritual journey and one year
later they married.
The Thompsons started running UCF in 1986 and make the
organization their first priority.
What does happen at UCF? It's
an edifice full of activity. This is
because the Thompsons encourage extensive use of the building
outside of the programs put on by
UCF itself.
Groups meeting there include
the Social Work Club, the Progressive Student Organization,
Sign Language Classes, Reach
Out, the Peace Coalition, and
LAGA.
The building is also available to
student organizations such as
fraternities and sororities..
Only through voluntarism can
the programs at UCF survive.
The Thompsons, who volunteer
much time themselves, would
like to see more students volunteer.
"Voluntarism is a tool through
which people can be educated
into altruism." Bill said. "Peoiile, especially students, can
earn a lot by becoming involved
— exposure promotes aware-

" Voluntarism is a tool through which people
can be educated into altruism. People,
especially students, can learn a lot by
becoming involved —exposure promotes
awareness."
--(JCF Minister Bill Thompson,
ness."
As the president of Reach Out,
the student organization dedicated to fighting homelessness.
Senior Adam Motter has had the
opportunity to work with Bill, the
adviser of the group.
"Bill has been a valuable asset
to the group," Motter said.
An upcoming project that both
Motter and Bill are extremely
excited about is the soup kitchen
the group will be starting in the
fall.
While local congregations will
be providing all the food, it will be
the students who prepare, serve,
and clean up.
Bill is also the adviser of the
Peace Coalition, and was responsible for the peace vigils that took
place this spring during the Gulf
War. Bill said the vigils were
comprised of dialogue and prayer
and nis involvement was due to
his pacifistic beliefs.
Bill's beliefs stem from his extensive work with the homeless
and poor. He believes in resolving
conflict in non-violent ways. He
teaches an Ethnic Studies class
that travels to Washington, D.C.
each year during Spring Break to
spend time with the homeless.
"Working with the poor has always been one of my main interests," Bill said. "Seeing first
hand, people victimized by life
circumstances not under their
control led me to understand certain things about what is important and real."
Karen, just as involved as her

husband, is also responsible for
running several programs. One of
her main interests is how people
have a unique spiritual development.
Karen also runs a Women's
Spirituality group in her home,
designed to enable women to examine their own life experiences
to better communicate with find
"We want to expand human
consciousness and infiltrate the
University with spiritual caring,"
Karen said.
Programming run by the
Thompsons and UCF is not advertised.
"Word of mouth has been our
way to get people involved," Bill
said.
Karen said she and Bill become
the surrogate parents to anyone
involved with UCF.
"Students stay in touch with us
after they leave here. They learn
how important community is and
how lonely society can be and
know that their experiences with
us were valuable ones," she said.

Bill Thompson and Karen Thompson outside United Christian Fellowship.
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Welcome Incoming Freshmen

DAYS IIMIM
Bowling Green, Ohio
Stay in the comfort of our
attractive rooms!

We use only the latest tools
to design and sculpt our
clients' hair.

• Remote Controlled TV,
Showtime, and Satellite Cinema

"Welcome to
Bowling Green
Freshman!"

• Special Sunday night rates
• Corporate, Government, Senior
Citizen & Group rates

fI

'S FINEST RESTARAUNT
I B.G.
Serving N.W. Ohio for nearly 40 years...
I
I
• Daily lunch & Dinner Specials
I
• All Your Favorite Snacks,
I
Sandwiches & Cocktails
I
• Extensive Dinner menu
I
I
I
I

S5.00

for freshman
S2.()() OFF

Any Service

Days Inn of Bowling Green
1550 East Woosler Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Y"

For advance reservations,
call 419-352-5211 or
toll free 800-325-2525

the \x^a\/e
135 1/2 €. Court

hair becomes art

ATTENTION
GRADUATES!
Start off on the Right Track

1991 Dodge Colt 4GL'
2 DR Hatchback

ONLY $159.°°mo.

STUDENT
LOANS!
The rising costs of education are a big concern of college
students and parents. Mid American National Bank offers
several loan options which can help pay for tuition, books,
student fees, or any other educational expenses.
• STAFFORD LOAN - A preferred student loan with a low
interest rate. It is awarded based on financial needs
and has an annual maximum loan amount.
• PLUS /SIS LOANS - Supplemental loans with lixed
yearly borrowing limits made to the parents of
dependent students, graduate students, or independent
undergraduate students.

Auto Irans, Air cond. Sun roof, AM-FM
Stereo, Tinted Glass.
* 54 Month closed end lease. 1st payment
security deposit due at delivery, payments do
not include tax. Rebates Applied.
UP TO $1000. CASH BACK TO QUALIFIED

GRADUATES. See Dealer for details.
GREG FELTMAN

free at 1 ■•00-686-9441

LEASE MA\;\t ,1 II

Mid/Jm

893-0241

Mid American National Bank ft Trust Co.
1851 N. Research Drive. Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
Member FDIC

1

352-2595*

•A***********************************}

*
*
*
*
*

KSJ©

TODAY

KSJ©

I KfiE POPSICLES

*
*
*
*

* given away ai ihe < >ti-< ampus Student Center J
from noon until gone
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

j
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

• No CO-SIONI* RIQUIIID
Low MINIMUM LOAN AMOUNT
Mid Am does not require co-signers or credit approvals
for student loans. We have a minimum loan approval
of $500.
Mid American Bank makes it easy to obtain educational financing at Ihe same time providing fast, efficient service. For
additional information on financial aid and student loan programs, please call Sylvia Chandler. Student Loan Officer, toll

10% off

|
WITH THIS COUPON
|
Expires 9-10-91
^ 163 S. Main St

• Questrio Restaurant & Lounge
Located at Interstate 75,
Exit 181

•O N»wl/Ioaa Swonion

Double Feature

*

*
»
»
»
*
•MAS' l.()( ATM >N*
*
*
Airplane 8:00 p.m. **
Meatballs 10:00 p.m. »
*
*
**
*
July 12th - Rally by the River ***
*
Come listen to the sounds of
*
*
i .ucky Stryke and Love Streel
*
*
*
i teparture from i inion < >v<ii ,u i < >< i p.m.
*
Sign up In the i IA< > office b> July mh
*
*
Cost: 52.OO
FREE movies T< (NIGHT
2io Math Sciem e

July 13th - Cedar Point Trip
Departure from i nion (>va) ai 8:30 a.m
Sign up in ihe UA< > office by July mh
( OSt: $20.00

Coming Soon
()i udoor Movie: Raising Arizona
Picnic in Rodgers Quadrangle
Pool Pany at the Rec Center
Comedian Keith Gisser

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
-*
"*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
Don't forget 10 gel all of your *
camping gear...tents, sleeping *
bags, backpacks from UAO. *
*
For more information
*
*
*
*
»
*
Call
372-2343
*
»
or stop by the office
*
3rd floor Union
*
**************************************
*
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MOMINEY

FRIEDMAN
U Continued from page 1.
"Three of four people died in
the process of [writing] the
book," he said. Obviously,
Friedman was a bit more lucky,
and he was the first writer ever to
be given access to the clinic archives and the family's private
papers.
[Receiving the distinguished
professor award) was a nice culmination," he said.
However, he said the "major
kick" he gets while working on
his books is during the actual
writing and interview process.
A University faculty member
for the past 20 years, Friedman
said while he has gotten older,
"age hasn't gotten in the way of
talking with students."

O Continued from Dace 1.
After working as the Indians'
public relations intern during the
season, Mominey continued to
work for them in a similar capacity until mid-December.
Then, during the first week of
January, he was hired on fulltime as assistant to player development and scouting department
— a longer title and even more
responsibilty.
Unlike his internship, in which
Next week The News will fea- he worked directly with the Inture Music professor Virginia dians big league club, Mominey
Marks, who was named the Uni- now toils extensively with the Inversity's third distinguished dians minor league teams — an
teaching professor. The award area he said is becoming more
recognizes outstanding perform- important each season. The Tribe
now has four minor league teams
ance in the classroom.
and two rookie clubs, one of
"I don't feel any more distant
from students. In tact, I feel a lot
closer [to many students]," he
said.
Now that Friedman is a distinguished professor himself, one of
his duties is to give a lecture on
campus which will be published
in the coming year.
"I'm going to make it the best
lecture Tve ever given," he said.

TURNPIKE

FARMERS

Continued from page 1.
burg-Toledo interchange, the Turnpike also will complete construction
of interchange 3A in November.
According to Barnett, 3A will create a connection with the Toledo
Airport on State Route 2, and will be called the Toledo Airport-Swanton exchange.
Jim McCue, airport director for Toledo Express Airport, said he is
enthusiastic about exit 3A.
"We call it 'Plane and Simple.' We're a lot easier to get to, and easier to use. This will have a positive impact on passenger growth," he
added.
Barnett said the Toledo Airport-Swanton exchange will cost $10 million, and the Perrysburg-Toledo exchange will cost $25 million.
Turnpike tolls, Barnett said, will not be affected by either of the
interchanges.

U Continued from page 1.
Dan Rapp, organization director for the Ohio Farm Bureau,
said area farming is still in pretty
good shape but, "we're coming
up to a crucial point concerning
rain."
The wheat crop was slightly
hurt, and yields will be down, but
Rapp is optimistic that rain during the next week will rescue
other crops.
Wickerham said the lack of
rain during June did not hurt area

which is in the Dominican Republic.

During the months of April and
May, Mominey works exclusively
with the scouting department
under director Mickey White
preparing for the June draft. He
primarily is in charge of setting
up meetings, keeping in contact
with the more than 30 Indians
scouts and handling the extensive
amount of paper work involved
with the draft.
After the draft, his workload is
shifted toward the player development department, which is
headed by Dan O'Dowd. The
week following the draft. Mominey was in charge of setting up
mini-camp for the incoming roo-

wheat nearly as much as the heat
did. In May, when wheat was putting on its seed, there was plenty
of ground moisture left over from
April rains, so the crop remained
healthy.
In fact, the lack of moisture actually sped the wheat harvest
along by a couple of weeks, Wickerham said.
He said most corn in the area
was "tassled-out" — selfpollinated — by July 4, which is

kies. His duties included organiz- ence at the University for giving
ing flight schedules, hotel ac- him the qualifications needed to
commodations and physicals for work for a major league organization. While at the University,
each player.
Afterward, he helps with the Mominey worked for the athletic
placement of each player in one department and also served as a
of the Indians two rookie teams. sports writer for The BG News
He then keeps track from his sta- for two semesters.
"Without the knowledge of
dium office computer of all minor
league players, sending game business and sports that I learned
how
to utilize at Bowling Green, I
and player reports to scouts and
wouldn't have gotten my foot in
other minor league coaches.
Although he does not make any the door," he said. "You don't
of the key decisions on who to really know how important classand all the other extra actividraft or where to assign a player, es
ties are until you get out.
Mominey said he is gaining valu"I hope to get at least three to
able experience, which included
five years under my belt and then
seven weeks in Tuscon, Ariz, durfeel out what opportunities are
ing the Tribe's spring training.
out there. Right now, this is a
Mominey credited his experivery fun club to work for."

quite early.
Unusually warm weather in
May, combined with a relatively
early planting time and ample
ground moisture at the time of
planting, has kept the corn a bit
ahead of schedule, but it still
needs rain at particular stages in
its growth to remain healthy.
"We got a rain right when we
crucially needed it, Wickerham
said, referring to last week's
thunderstorms. In fact, if rain

continues to come at the right
times for the rest of the season,
farmers could still end up with a
bumper crop.
Fred Trout, a farmer from near
North Baltimore, said neither his
corn nor beans are growing well.
He said he was digging a well during the weekend^ and at 3 feet
down had still not reached any
moisture.
"I don't know how [the crops]
are staying up as it is."

Classified
Summer tuto* (or all (jrade levels
AH subjects Experienced teacher
Call 354 6581

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
ALL STUOENTS WITH PERKINS LOANS.
NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOANS. OR
NURSING STUDENT LOANS WHO ARE GRADUATING OR LEAVING BGSU AT THE END OF
SUMMER SEMESTER 1991 SHOULD CALL
THE STUDENT LOAN COLLECTION OFFICE
AT 372-8112 TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
FOR AN EXIT INTERVIEW

LOST & FOUND
FOUND watch in parking lot between library
and University Bookstore Call to identity.
354 8444

SERVICES OFFERED

CINEMA 5
1234 N Mom Si

Attention August Graduate*
Now a your lest chance to qualify (or
IBM's Super Student discount*. Purchase an
IBM PS. 2 before Graduation and save 40-50%
of) retail list prices Complete packages available with Microsoft Windows. Word tor
Windows. Excel and much morel' For more inlormation on these special discounts contact
Toni at 353-8591 or Computer Services at
372-7724
CHILDLESS COUPLE wishes to adopt white
newborn A family of love, happiness, a secunty awaits this special child
Legal confidentialexpenses paid
800-359-7495 Sunny a Glenn

Zr

354 OS58 J

WAIT OUNIY PRODUCTIONS
IOI DAIMATIONS O
l:Q5, J:Q», S:OQ, 7:0O
THMINATOR II R
1:15, 4:10, MO. 10:00

ARNOLD
SCHWARZINfOOIP

ROIIN HOOD POI1
PIINCI OP THIIViS
IrOO, l:SO, 7-.OB, »:«Q

KIVIN
KOSTNER

CITY SLICKERS PO 13

MO

Mil
CAMPULl

IILLV
CRYSTAL

.. ami n.mui,„■'.,„ :U.,M:-

One non-smoking lemaie BG Student to Hve
with 3 gMa Fall 91 and Spring 92 Cal
Roommates needed lor '91-'Q2 year Ooee to
campus Call 352-1299 or 352-9111.

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION
$7 25 starting pay. Work part-time around
class schedule. Co-ops available. Local students prelerred. Call tor Interview
1382-1060

r

A
I
I
A Lube, Oil and Filter
I
o $17.95
I
. Shuttle Bus Service Available
I
Coll or stop by for an appointment
I
353-3060
I
275 S. Main
I Please bring this ad with you.
I.

I CENTER FOR CHOICE I

ACT NOW

CONFiWNllAl MEAlTM CAW 10* WOMtN

• Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

R.E MANAGEMENT
is currently leasing units for the
Fall Of 1991
Come in today for a complete listing
of available units

EASY WORKI EXCELLENT PAYI ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME CALL FOR INFOMATrON 504-641 6003 EXT 5972
KUWAIT. SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED $35 00
8 up per hour Tax Free Both skiasd & unaMled Formlo cal6!5 779 5505 Ext K-253
Stable/kennel help, smal horse (arm In Grand
Rapids Part-time. Must be over 18 with horse
experience Flexible hours 832-0219

352-1079

BE ON TV Meny needed for commerdata
Now hiring al ages For casting into, cell (815)
779-7111 Ext T-883

WANTED

m

POINT IIIAK 0
PATRICK tWAYZI
l:IO, 4:00, 7:15, 10:00 KEANU RllVIt

ROCKITIIR PO
liOO, l:OS, S:IO
7:1Q. 9:4Q
THURt.. JULY 11 ONLY
POUND PUPPIH O
10:00 A-M.

Music Ed major looking lor roommate (s).
I SI95. 2 SM7,per month. 12 month lease
Call Gary Harper lonve rnessago 354 6594

PERSONALS

CINEMARK THEATRES

I or 2 lemaie miles from Aog "91 lo Aug. '92.
Preferably upper classman that wouldn't mind
sharing an apt with a km* Cat Lisa at
354 5567

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE

352-9302
113 Railroad St. (next to Kinko's)

16 N. Huron
Toledo, Oh. 43604
Phone
(419) 255-7769 or
I-800-589-6005

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
APARTMENTS

Nearly 500 UflltS with SUPER locations
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

FOR SALE

D&Q Rentals
Nicest Apts InBG
3 units toft 650 Scott Hamilton. 2 blocks from
campus Modern, furnished. 2 bdrm units, new
carpeting, laundry facil . AC. reserved parking, max 4 pers /unit No pets 9 mo lease
$650 00/mo; 12 mo lease $595 00/mo Ph
267-4255 or 267-3233
D & G Rentals - Close to Campue
234 1/2 S. College 2 bdrm upper rear apt
Newly remodeled kitchen. Stove & refrtg. Max
occupancy 2 people Plenty of parking No
pets Aval now 12 mo tease $395 00/mo
Ph 287-4255 or 287-3233.

Hardwood bunkbeds Very sturdy Excellent
condition Student priced/vet discount Can
Tony 352-4030
Mountain bike lor sale - 1989 speciaazed Hard
Rock comp 18" frame. 18 speed, bottle cage
Great oft road and on $350 or best offer Cal
Bob 352-6594
Must Sen
'84 Renault Alienee. OK condition $500 or
beat otter A 19" Zenith TV for $80, very good
condition Cal Nicosat 354-5741
Sony receiver STRAV 920. $360 00 or best
otter Boston A HD7 speakers. $190 00 Cal
352 9204
Zenith 19" color TV. Asking $76.00. Anyone
who is interestod may cal 352-3317

FOR RENT
1 bedroom unfurnished apartment.
Immediate Occupancy

352-7454

Need an apt for summer or fat?
WE HAVE NEARLY 500 UNITS
Furnished or unfurnished apts.
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
at 354 2260orstopby319E Wooater
(across from Taco Bel)
to pick up our listing A speak
with our friendly Staff
One bedroom apt 1 block from campus Quiet
area, partialy furnished Cal Newlove Rentals.
352 5620
Sublease 2 bedroom apartment
354-3998

5th St Call

EFFICIENCY UNITS AVAILABLE
$24 Sixth
2 BR furnished ft unfurnished apts
Quiet IMng
FREE GAS HEAT. WATER ft SEWER
Laundry factkttea. pnvate parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
Our only office. 328 S Main
352-5620

For short or long term rentals
Ideal for graduate students
Completely furnished & HBO included
Located (near campus) af the
Buckeye Budget Motor Inn
Stop out or cal 354-3162 or 352-1520

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800 THIRD STREET

MS Sixth
2 BR unfurnished apts
2 FULL baths'
Pnvate perking
High efficiency heat ft hot water
NEWLOVE RENTALS
Our only office, 328 S Main

Currently renting for Fal 1991

Ono-bedrm ft two-bedrm vacancies
Fufy furnished
Conveniently located
Very reasonably priced
Phone 362-4966 or
come to our office at 800 Third #10
Check us out before you rent

352-5620
A lew good tenants needed
Mt Vernon Apartments. 802 8th St. 2 bdrm.
lumtshed. dishwashers, paid uMit.se Cal Gary
at 353-7934

601 Fhth
Free gas heel, water ft sewer
FREE MAID SERVICE!
Laundry facilities - private parking
Close to campua-9 1 /2 ft 12 mo leases
NEWLOVE RENTALS
Our onry office. 328 S Main

352-6620
CAHTY RENTALS ■ ■ 9S2-7MS
Smgle rooms - 2 bdrm & 1 bOrm apts.
9 or 12 month leasac Naar campua

B.G. TAXI
352-0796
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There is plenty of oppourtunity to continue your
I
participation in bands. You DO NOT have to be a
I I
music (Tiajor to play your instrument at B.G.S.U!
J
• •••••••••••••••••••••••■•••■.■••■•••••••■■•••••••••■•■••••a !■<
MAKCHING BAND/ CONCERT BAND /WIND ENSEMBLE*
II you are inieresied in playing in any of (he above bands. J
we inviie you IO STOP BY THE BAND OFFICE (Room?
loio. Musical Ans Cenier) or telephone (372-218(5) before!
completing your registration for fall!
J

10 VISITS
for *20
With this ad by
July 31, 1991

354-1559
248 N. Mam
location only

SCUBA
LESSONS
Can be used toward college credit
Classes starting soon

Call for more information
12701 S. Dixie Hwy.
Bowling Green OH
352-9203
352-8489

illinium i

■ It ■ 1111 ■ I ■ 111. 111

The Portage Quarry Recreation Club, Inc.
DAN Corporate Sponsor

MAIN- BOWLING GREEN

